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Technology is a wonderful tool, however its effect—sometimes positive, sometimes not—
is significant. Technology use forms many of our subconscious daily routines and can 
remove our decision making control.  

Adolescents form technology use habits as they also explore their identity, desiring inde-
pendence and pushing boundaries. Social media takes this experimentation and creates 
a public, permanent, searchable archive that can be accessed with the push of a button. 
Yet this public sandbox is attractive to adolescents in ways we do not always understand.  

Fortunately, there are steadily improving resources to help families, educators and ad-
olescents be more intentional about their technology and media use. Common Sense 
Media is one such non-profit committed to providing resources. Their mission is to “help 
kids thrive in a world of media and technology.” 

Kent Denver has curated some of Common Sense Media’s best resources and contextualized them for our setting. 
These resources are divided into four categories: understanding the technology, developing family agreements, 
having ongoing conversations, and asking questions. 

I hope you find this information helpful. Please feel free to contact me if you need additional information.

Yours,

Michael Ehrenfried
Chief Information & Innovation Officer – Kent Denver School

Why Parental Oversight Matters

Michael Ehrenfried
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Understand the Technology

Adolescents want to dialogue about technology and media use with those who understand it.  When 
adults do not, adolescents can dismiss them with a “you just do not get it” tone.  

For adults, it is hard to stay up with the changing landscape. Researching last week’s popular game, Candy 
Crush, now seems irrelevant given this week’s top hit, Trivia Crack.  

Common Sense Media offers a searchable database with overviews, ratings, reviews, concerns, and 
conversation starters for all types of media including more than 2,500 current video games, apps and 
websites.  Many of the reviews have a “Families can talk about…” section with some conversation starters 
around the media.  

Some of the social media Kent Denver parents and guardians should be aware of are: 
•	 Instagram
•	 SnapChat
•	 Twitter
•	 Yik Yak
•	 Ask.fm 

Some of the popular mobile games are:
•	 Trivia Crack
•	 FIFA 11
•	 Candy Crush
•	 Minecraft

If the technology or media you are considering is not on the lists above, click here to search the entire 
Common Sense Media Database. 

If some of the terminology your child is using is overwhelming, Common Sense Media also provides a Digi-
tal Glossary of common words and phrases.

https://www.commonsensemedia.org/app-reviews/instagram
https://www.commonsensemedia.org/app-reviews/snapchat
https://www.commonsensemedia.org/website-reviews/twitter
https://www.commonsensemedia.org/app-reviews/yik-yak
https://www.commonsensemedia.org/website-reviews/askfm
https://www.commonsensemedia.org/app-reviews/trivia-crack
https://www.commonsensemedia.org/app-reviews/fifa-11
https://www.commonsensemedia.org/app-reviews/candy-crush-saga
https://www.commonsensemedia.org/app-reviews/minecraft-pocket-edition
https://www.commonsensemedia.org/
https://www.commonsensemedia.org/educators/digital-glossary
https://www.commonsensemedia.org/educators/digital-glossary
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Develop Family Agreements

Having clear conversations with your child around technology and media boundaries is critical. Adoles-
cents, no matter how much they complain, consistently report that they rely on family boundaries to help 
them when confronted with challenging situations around technology and media.  Common Sense Media 
offers two tools to help with this:  

Family Media Agreement
There is an age appropriate version for elementary, middle, and high school students. The Family Media 
Agreement centers around the big ideas of technology and media use including: staying safe, thinking first, 
and staying balanced.  

Customizable Device Contract 
Common Sense Media also equips families with a Customizable Device Contract. This addresses specific 
routines and procedures including big ideas of: where, when, how long, accountability, privacy, care, main-
tenance, and use of devices by others. Together these agreements help families come to their own set of 
expectations that reflect family priorities. 

https://www.commonsensemedia.org/sites/default/files/uploads/connecting_families/family_media_agreements_k-12.pdf
https://www.commonsensemedia.org/sites/default/files/uploads/connecting_families/family_media_agreements_k-12.pdf
https://www.commonsensemedia.org/sites/default/files/uploads/connecting_families/customizable_device_contract.pdf
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Have Ongoing Conversations

Ultimately the best way to help your child navigate technology and media use is through ongoing, not 
just one time, conversations. This means creating space to discuss your child’s questions and experiences 
around technology and media use.  

Common Sense Media offers two-page documents on relevant conversations among adolescents.  These 
documents begin with a Family Tip Sheet offering suggestion for adults to begin a conversation with an 
adolescent.  The second page offers a case study called a Digital Dilemma. 

Consider using the following conversation topics to create space about technology and media use at 
home: 

•	 Cyberbullying
•	 Digital Drama
•	 Digital Footprints and Photo Sharing
•	 Distraction, Multitasking and Time Management
•	 Privacy, Surveillance and Self-Disclosure
•	 Sexting and Nude Photographs 
•	 Sexual Imagery and the internet
•	 Social Media and Body Image

https://www.commonsensemedia.org/educators/lessons/family-tip-sheets/en
https://www.commonsensemedia.org/sites/default/files/uploads/connecting_families/cyberbullying-family_tip_sheet_digital_dilemma.pdf
https://www.commonsensemedia.org/sites/default/files/uploads/connecting_families/digital_drama-family_tip_sheet_digital_dilemma.pdf
https://www.commonsensemedia.org/sites/default/files/uploads/connecting_families/digital_footprints-family_tip_sheet_digital_dilemma.pdf
https://www.commonsensemedia.org/sites/default/files/uploads/connecting_families/distraction_multitasking-family_tip_sheet_digital_dilemma.pdf
https://www.commonsensemedia.org/sites/default/files/uploads/connecting_families/privacy_surveillance-family_tip_sheet_digital_dilemma.pdf
https://www.commonsensemedia.org/sites/default/files/uploads/connecting_families/sexting-family_tip_sheet_digital_dilemma.pdf
https://www.commonsensemedia.org/sites/default/files/uploads/connecting_families/sexual_imagery-family_tip_sheet_digital_dilemma.pdf
https://www.commonsensemedia.org/sites/default/files/uploads/connecting_families/social_media_body_image-family_tip_sheet_digital_dilemma.pdf
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Ask Questions

Certainly as families have conversations more questions will surface. Common Sense Media has a Parent 
Concerns area of their website designed to assist with this. This area provides age-appropriate guidelines 
as well as videos and articles to help guide further conversations. Some of the questions posed frequently 
by Kent Denver parents and guardians include: 

•	 What are some good rules for screen names and passwords?
•	 How can I help my kid avoid digital drama?
•	 How do I protect my kid’s privacy online?
•	 How can I make sure my kid isn’t sharing too much on Facebook or Instagram?
•	 When should parents intervene in a cyberbullying situation?
•	 What should I do if I think my kid is addicted to video games?
•	 Is it OK to let my teen sleep with her phone under her pillow?
•	 Is my Minecraft-obsessed kid learning anything while he plays?
•	 How do I monitor my teen online without “spying”? 
•	 How do screens affect my kids’ sleep? 

As other questions arise, consider exploring the full database of Common Sense Media’s Parent Concerns 
or contacting Kent Denver’s Information and Innovation Team.

https://www.commonsensemedia.org/parent-concerns
https://www.commonsensemedia.org/parent-concerns
https://www.commonsensemedia.org/privacy-and-internet-safety/what-are-some-good-rules-for-screen-names-and-passwords
https://www.commonsensemedia.org/social-media/how-can-i-help-my-kid-avoid-digital-drama
https://www.commonsensemedia.org/privacy-and-internet-safety/how-do-i-protect-my-kids-privacy-online
https://www.commonsensemedia.org/privacy-and-internet-safety/how-can-i-make-sure-my-kid-isnt-sharing-too-much-on-facebook-or
https://www.commonsensemedia.org/cyberbullying/when-should-parents-intervene-in-a-cyberbullying-situation
https://www.commonsensemedia.org/screen-time/what-should-i-do-about-my-kids-video-game-addiction
https://www.commonsensemedia.org/screen-time/is-it-ok-to-let-my-teen-sleep-with-her-phone-under-her-pillow
https://www.commonsensemedia.org/learning-with-technology/is-my-minecraft-obsessed-kid-learning-anything-while-he-plays
https://www.commonsensemedia.org/cyberbullying/how-do-i-monitor-my-teen-online-without-spying
https://www.commonsensemedia.org/screen-time/how-do-screens-such-as-tv-and-smartphones-affect-my-kids-sleep
https://www.commonsensemedia.org/parent-concerns
mailto:iitsupport%40kentdenver.org?subject=
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